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Neutrino Experiments
Current Knowledge:
(3-neutrino paradigm)

Current and Future Goals:
§

Establish whether there is CP violation in the lepton sector and, if so, measure δCP

§

Improve the accuracy on θ23

§

Determine the neutrino mass ordering: m1 < m2 < m3 or m3 < m1 < m2

Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 100, 1 (2018)

§ Sterile neutrino search at short baselines
§ Dark matter searches?

Current and Future Accelerator-based Experiments:
§ Short baseline experiments: MicroBooNE (running), ICARUS (under construction),
SBND (under construction), and MiniBooNE (running)
§ Long baseline experiments: DUNE (under construction), NOvA (running), T2K
(running), T2HK (under construction)
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Long-baseline neutrino-oscillation experiments

DUNE

http://lbnf.fnal.gov/
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Challenge I: Neutrino-nucleus interaction types
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Challenge I: Neutrino-nucleus interaction types

§ Elastic and Giant Resonances
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Challenge I: Neutrino-nucleus interaction types

§ Quasielastic
p
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(A-1)

Challenge I: Neutrino-nucleus interaction types

§ Dip-region
p p
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(A-2)

Challenge I: Neutrino-nucleus interaction types

§ Resonance

!+ p
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(A-2)

Challenge I: Neutrino-nucleus interaction types

§ Deep inelastic
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Challenge II: Neutrino Energy Reconstruction
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Challenge II: Neutrino Energy Reconstruction

§ Reconstruct the observed event topology and energy (Identify
final state particles and their momenta).
§ Take the reconstructed event topology and energy back
through the nucleus (using a nuclear model) to identify the
neutrino energy at interaction vertex.
§ Note: for any observed topology, many interactions processes
could contribute and both the initial and final state nuclear
effects play a role.
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§ Reconstruct the observed event topology and energy (Identify
final state particles and their momenta).
§ Take the reconstructed event topology and energy back
through the nucleus (using a nuclear model) to identify the
neutrino energy at interaction vertex.
§ Note: for any observed topology, many interactions processes
could contribute and both the initial and final state nuclear
effects play a role.
Ø Example: For CCQE process, the reconstructed neutrino energy is

§ Existing simulation codes routinely use |pn| = 0 , En = mn − ε , with ε ∼ 20 MeV for
carbon and oxygen, or the Fermi gas (FG) model.
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§ Reconstruct the observed event topology and energy (Identify
final state particles and their momenta).
§ Take the reconstructed event topology and energy back
through the nucleus (using a nuclear model) to identify the
neutrino energy at interaction vertex.
§ Note: for any observed topology, many interactions processes
could contribute and both the initial and final state nuclear
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U. Mosel, CERN courier 69903

Ø Example: For CCQE process, the reconstructed neutrino energy is

§ Existing simulation codes routinely use |pn| = 0 , En = mn − ε , with ε ∼ 20 MeV for
carbon and oxygen, or the Fermi gas (FG) model.
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Challenge III: Neutrino-nucleus cross sections
G. Zeller

§ Current understanding of cross sections at these energies does not
match the needs of neutrino experiments.
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Challenge III: Neutrino-nucleus cross sections
G. Zeller

§ Current understanding of cross sections at these energies does not
match the needs of neutrino experiments.
§ To achieve discovery level precision - a realistic nuclear model (in
Monte-Carlo simulations) is needed at every step of the analysis!
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Nuclear Modeling
§ Probing systems at different energies:
QCD

Atomic
Systems

1 GeV

1 MeV

- d.o.f. : quarks and gluons
- Asymptotic freedom
- Confinement

100 GeV

Few MeV to Few GeV
§ Nucleus as a whole: Nuclear Matter
§ Nucleus as a many-body system with (effective)
d.o.f. as hadrons: Baryons (n, p) and
Mesons (pions, kaons, etc.)

Messy world of Nuclear Physics!
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Nuclear Modeling
QCD

Atomic
Systems

1 GeV

1 MeV

- d.o.f. : quarks and gluons
- Asymptotic freedom
- Confinement

100 GeV

Few MeV to Few GeV
§ Nucleus as a whole: Nuclear Matter
§ Nucleus as a many-body system with (effective)
d.o.f. as hadrons: Baryons (n, p) and
Mesons (pions, kaons, etc.)
§ How to solve the complex nuclear many-body problem
in a way that include most aspects of (i) nuclear structure
(ii) nuclear/nucleonic interaction

Nightmare of nuclear theorists!
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Nuclear Modeling
QCD

Atomic
Systems

1 GeV

1 MeV

- d.o.f. : quarks and gluons
- Asymptotic freedom
- Confinement

100 GeV

Few MeV to Few GeV
§ Nucleus as a whole: Nuclear Matter
§ Nucleus as a many-body system with (effective)
d.o.f. as hadrons: Baryons (n, p) and
Mesons (pions, kaons, etc.)
§ How to solve the complex nuclear many-body problem
in a way that include most aspects of (i) nuclear structure
(ii) nuclear/nucleonic interaction
§ A typical nuclear potential is – attractive, short-range,
spin-dependent, non-central, charge independent,
exchange character, hard-core, spin-orbit dependent …..

Nightmare of nuclear theorists!
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Nuclear Modeling
QCD

Atomic
Systems

1 GeV

1 MeV

- d.o.f. : quarks and gluons
- Asymptotic freedom
- Confinement

100 GeV

Few MeV to Few GeV
§ Nucleus as a whole: Nuclear Matter
§ Nucleus as a many-body system with (effective)
d.o.f. as hadrons: Baryons (n, p) and
Mesons (pions, kaons, etc.)
§ Some nuclear properties, though difficult but, can be obtained from first principle (e.g. through
time-dependent Hartree-Fock treatment) but can only be solved for few-body systems (light
nuclei).
§ The complexity of nuclear many-body systems leads to replacement of such a description by –
specific models using specific assumptions and approximations.
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Nuclear Modeling
QCD

Atomic
Systems

1 GeV

1 MeV

- d.o.f. : quarks and gluons
- Asymptotic freedom
- Confinement

100 GeV

Few MeV to Few GeV
§ Nucleus as a whole: Nuclear Matter
§ Nucleus as a many-body system with (effective)
d.o.f. as hadrons: Baryons (n, p) and
Mesons (pions, kaons, etc.)
§ Some nuclear properties, though difficult but, can be obtained from first principle (e.g. through
time-dependent Hartree-Fock treatment) but can only be solved for few-body systems (light
nuclei).
§ The complexity of nuclear many-body systems leads to replacement of such a description by –
specific models using specific assumptions and approximations.

Nuclear theory is far from being complete and free from assumptions!
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Overview of the neutrino-nucleus business
§ Neutrino Experiments

§ Neutrino Generators

• DUNE

• GENIE
• NEUT

• MicroBooNE
• ICARUS
• SBND
• MiniBooNE
• T2HK
• T2K
• NOvA

• NuWro
• NUANCE
• GiBUU

§ Nuclear Theory Models (QE examples)
§ Fermi Gas + RPA (Martini, Ericson, et al)
§ Fermi Gas + RPA (Nieves, et al)
§ Hartree-Fock+continuum RPA (Pandey, Jachowicz et al)
§ Super-Scaling approach (Amaro, Barbaro, Caballero,
Donnelly, Megias, et al. )
§ Spectral Function Formalism (Benhar, et al.)
§ Green’s Function Monte Carlo Approach (Lovato,
Gandolfi, Carlson, et al.)
§ …, etc.
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Neutrino Experimentalist’s Desk

§

Need better models to reduce systematic
uncertainties to eventually make precise
measurements

Nuclear Theorist’s Desk

§

Need precise data to test and validate the
assumptions and approximations to eventually
improve the model
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§

In an ideal world: with strong collaboration between neutrino experimentalists and nuclear theorists - we all understand
neutrino-nucleus interactions with high accuracy and make precise oscillations measurements.
Neutrino Experimentalist’s Desk

Nuclear Theorist’s Desk
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§

In real world: things are a bit messy!

‘’Has physics changed from being a unified science to a series of subfields that
ignore each other?’’ [Paraphrasing from a book that I don’t remember the name]

When nuclear theorists talk to
neutrino experimentalists

When neutrino experimentalists
talk to nuclear theorists

State of the art!
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General cross section formalism
QE e-A scattering

Kinematics:

ω = εi – εf , q = |ki – kf|
Q2 = q2 - ω2
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General cross section formalism
QE e-A scattering

Kinematics:

ω = εi – εf , q = |ki – kf|
Q2 = q2 - ω2

Cross section:

ν’s → Leptonic coefficients → Purely kinematical → Easy to calculate
R’s → Response functions → Nuclear dynamics →

Need nuclear models to calculate!
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General cross section formalism
QE e-A scattering

Kinematics:

ω = εi – εf , q = |ki – kf|
Q2 = q2 - ω2

Cross section:

ν’s → Leptonic coefficients → Purely kinematical →
Easy to calculate
http://faculty.virginia.edu/qes-archive/
R’s → Response functions → Nuclear dynamics →

Need nuclear models to calculate!
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General cross section formalism
QE e-A scattering

Kinematics:

ω = εi – εf , q = |ki – kf|
Q2 = q2 - ω2

Cross section:

§ No studies on Argon nucleus? What About liquid-argon based detectors in SBN and DUNE?

ν’s → Leptonic coefficients → Purely kinematical → Easy
to calculate
http://faculty.virginia.edu/qes-archive/
R’s → Response functions → Nuclear dynamics →

Need nuclear models to calculate!
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electron-Argon experiments at Jefferson Lab [E12-14-012]
§

40Ar

is a not a isospin symmetric nuclei. Neutron excess (N>Z).

§ If neutrinos and antineutrinos behold different nuclear effects
(different number of protons and neutrons in 40Ar), this will
directly impact our ability to test for the presence of CPviolating effects in the data.

§ Completed data taking last year: Feb-March 2017
§ First results out arXiv:1803.01910

§ 2p-2h isospin dependence?
§ …..
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Kinematic setups

Run Period: Feb-March 2017

Inc-
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Kinematic setups

Run Period: Feb-March 2017
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§ (e,e’) cross section results at E = 2.222 GeV, θ = 15.541 deg
arXiv:1803.01910
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§ (e,e’)Ar cross section results will be out this summer!
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Electron to neutrino scattering
QE e-A scattering

ν’s → Leptonic coefficients → Purely kinematical → Easy to calculate
R’s → Response functions → Nuclear dynamics →

Need nuclear models to calculate!
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Electron to neutrino scattering
QE e-A scattering

QE ν-A scattering

sign is the only difference between ν and anti-ν
ν’s → Leptonic coefficients → Purely kinematical → Easy to calculate
R’s → Response functions → Nuclear dynamics →

Need nuclear models to calculate!
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Electron to neutrino scattering
QE e-A scattering

QE ν-A scattering

CAUTION: CHALLENGES AHEAD
§

§

Monoenergetic beams (Ee known precisely;
ω, q can be calculated)
Hence, different reaction channels can be
separated

§

Eν has to be reconstructed → wide flux

§

Hence, difficult to distinguish different reactions
channels.

§

What experimentalist’s measure:

§

What theorist’s calculate:
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Overview of the neutrino-nucleus business
§ Neutrino Experiments

§ Neutrino Generators

• DUNE

• GENIE
• NEUT

• MicroBooNE
• ICARUS
• SBND
• MiniBooNE
• T2HK
• T2K
• NOvA

• NuWro
• NUANCE
• GiBUU

§ Nuclear Theory Models
§ Fermi Gas + RPA (Martini, Ericson, et al)
§ Fermi Gas + RPA (Nieves, et al)
§ Hartree-Fock+continuum RPA (Pandey, Jachowicz, et al)
§ Super-Scaling approach (Amaro, Barbaro, Caballero,
Donnelly, Megias, et al. )
§ Spectral Function Formalism (Benhar, et al.)
§ Green’s Function Monte Carlo Approach (Lovato,
Gandolfi, Carlson, et al.)
§ …, etc.
- How the nucleus is described?
- What assumptions/approximations go into different model?
- The effect of those in the cross sections.
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§ Neutrino Generators

• DUNE

• GENIE
• NEUT
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§ Nuclear Theory Models
§ Fermi Gas + RPA (Martini, Ericson, et al)
§ Fermi Gas + RPA (Nieves, et al)
§ Hartree-Fock+continuum RPA (Pandey, Jachowicz, et al)
§ Super-Scaling approach (Amaro, Barbaro, Caballero,
Donnelly, Megias, et al. )
§ Spectral Function Formalism (Benhar, et al.)
§ Green’s Function Monte Carlo Approach (Lovato,
Gandolfi, Carlson, et al.)
§ …, etc.

‘A model is like an Austrian timetable. Austrian trains are always late. A Prussian visitor asks the Austrian
conductor why they bother to print timetable. The conductor replies: If we didn’t , how would we know how
late the trains are?’ - V. F. Weisskopf
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§ Fermi-gas based models
§

Global Fermi-gas [GENIE, NEUT, …]
• Considering nuclear matter.
• The nuclear ground state is a Fermi gas of non-interacting nucleons characterized
by a fixed Fermi momentum.

SF
RgFG

(e,e') data on 12C

A. M. Ankowski, O. Benhar, et al, Phys. Rev. D 91, 054616 (2015).
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§ Fermi-gas based models
§

Local Fermi-gas [Martini, Ericson, et al, and Nieves, et al.]
•
•

Ø
Ø

The nuclear ground state is a Fermi gas of non-interacting nucleons characterized
by a Fermi momentum fixed according to the local density of protons and neutrons.
The RPA correlations are introduced through pion exchange, rho exchange, and contact
Landau-Migdal parameters.

LRFG, RPA: Martini, Ericson et al.
HF, CRPA: Pandey, Jachowicz et al.

M. Martini, N. Jachowicz, M. Ericson, and VP et al., PRC 94, 015501 (2016).
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HF-CRPA Approach [Pandey, Jachowicz, et al.] – Ghent Model

§

§

We start by describing the nucleus with a Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation. The mean-field (MF) potential is obtained
by solving the HF equations and using a Skyrme (SkE2) two-body interaction.

§

Once we have bound and continuum single-nucleon wave functions, we introduce long-range correlations between the
nucleons through a continuum Random Phase Approximation (CRPA).

§

The propagation of particle-hole pairs in the nuclear medium is described by the polarization propagator. In the
Lehmann representation, this particle-hole Green’s function is given by

§

RPA equations are solved using a Green's function approach.
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The RPA-polarization propagator

§

§

The Skyrme (SkE2) nucleon-nucleon interaction, which was used in the HF calculations, is also used to
perform CRPA calculations. That makes this approach self-consistent.
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Comparison with (e,e') data for 12C, 16O, 40Ca

12C

VP, N. Jachowicz, PRC 92, 024606 (2015)

12C

16O

HF
CRPA

12C

ω (MeV)

12C

ω (MeV)

40Ca

ω (MeV)
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VP, N. Jachowicz, PRC 94, 054609 (2016)

Comparison with neutrino data
MiniBooNE DATA

< d2σ/dTμ dcosθμ > (1042cm2MeV-1)

< d2σ/dTμ dcosθμ > (1042cm2MeV-1)

MiniBooNE DATA

T2K ND280 DATA

T2K ND280 DATA
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Comparing RPA-based models
RPA polarization propagator:
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Comparing RPA-based models
RPA polarization propagator:
[Martini et al. and Nieves et al.]

Bare Propagatoor (RlFG) π exchnage, ρ exchnage,
contact Landau-Migdal
parametrs

Martini et al.

Nieves et al.

§
§

Significant RPA quenching in both approaches.
Genuine QE bare (RlFG) and RPA very similar
in both approaches.
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Comparing RPA-based models
RPA polarization propagator:
[Pandey, Jachowicz et al.]

HF

Skyrme (SkE2)

HF
CRPA

ω (MeV)

§
§
§

VP, N. Jachowicz, PRC 92, 024606 (2015)

At low ω, RPA (long-range correlations) describes the collective behavior of the nucleus (low-energy excitations)
At high ω, RPA effects are smaller.
Approach compares well with the (e,e') cross section.
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Comparing RPA-based models
For more details: M. Martini, N. Jachowicz, M. Ericson, and VP et al., PRC 94, 015501 (2016)
LRFG, RPA: Martini, Ericson et al.
HF, CRPA: Pandey, Jachowicz et al.

§

Important differences at both
ends of the spectrum
→ Low-energy excitations
at low ω
→ High ω tail
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Comparing RPA-based models

Model

Starting point

Martini,
Ericson et al.

Local
Fermi Gas

Meson
-exhange
(π,ρ,g')

No

No

Significant suppression
(LLEE effect*)

Nieves et al.

Local
Fermi Gas

Meson
-exhange
(π,ρ,g')

No

No

Significant suppression
(LLEE effect*)

Pandey,
Jachowicz et al. Hartree-Fock

§

N-N
interaction

Low-energy
RPA
Shell effects excitations &
Giant resonances effect

Skyrme

Yes

Yes

Describes low
ω physics, not much
effects at higher ω

Significant differences between RPA and CRPA approach, at both ends of the (one-body) ω spectrum.

*Lorentz-Lorentz-Ericson-Ericson effect: accounts for the possibility of a ∆-hole excitation in the RPA chain
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§ …, etc.
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§

Super-Scaling Approach [SuSA] [Amaro, Barbaro, Caballero, Donnelly, Megias, et al.]
• The basic procedure consists of dividing the experimental (e,e’) data by an appropriate singlenucleon cross section to obtain scaling function.
• Nuclear effects are analyzed through the scaling function.
• Scaling of 1st kind – independent of q.
⇒ SuperScaling
• Scaling of 2nd kind – independent of A.
• The Super-scaling behavior of (e, eʹ ) scattering is extended to neutrino scatterings.

(e,e') data on 12C

Megias et al, PRD 94, 013012 (2016)
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§

Spectral Function [Benhar, et al.]

•

Within the impulse approximation and factorization ansatz, the nuclear current can
be written as a sum of one-body currents

(e,e') data on 12C

A. M. Ankowski, O. Benhar, et al, Phys. Rev. D 91, 054616 (2015).

N. Rocco, A. Lovato, O. Benhar, Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 192501 (2016).

Impact of low energy excitations
Inclusive ν-A scattering
§

Excitation energy (ω):
Energy transferred from the incoming neutrino to the nucleus
ω = ɛi - ɛf = E ν - E l

§

Typical cross section as a function of ω:

•

Low (excitation)-energy neutrino cross sections

Physics before QE process (typically for ω < 50 MeV) i.e.
when the energy transferred to the nucleus is not enough
to knock-out a nucleon

Low-energy excitation and Giant Resonances

Details of nuclear structure physics
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Impact of low energy excitations
§

Physics well known from electron scattering: Example from 12C (e,e’) reactions

HF
CRPA

ω (MeV)

ω (MeV)

VP, N. Jachowicz, Phys. Rev. C92, 024606 (2015)
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Impact of low energy excitations
§

Physics well known from electron scattering: Example from 12C (e,e’) reactions

•

Searching these effects with Relativistic global Fermi Gas glasses

(Parabolic structure abruptly cut by Pauli-blocking)

RFG
CRPA

HF
CRPA

ω (MeV)

ω (MeV)

VP, N. Jachowicz, Phys. Rev. C92, 024606 (2015)
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§

In neutrino experiments, we don’t know ω, so let’s look at things through outgoing lepton kinematics.
For a given neutrino energy Eν , cross sections as a function of muon energy Tμ , and scattering angle θμ . (Tμ = Eν – ω)
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In neutrino experiments, we don’t know ω, so let’s look at things through outgoing lepton kinematics.
For a given neutrino energy Eν , cross sections as a function of muon energy Tμ , and scattering angle θμ . (Tμ = Eν – ω)

§

•

Low Eν : cross section is dominated by low-energy excitations.

•

Eν = 800 MeV: energy close to the peak of MicroBooNE flux,
forward scattering receive contribution from
low-energy excitations.

VP, N. Jachowicz et al, Phys. Rev. C92, 024606 (2015)
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In neutrino experiments, we don’t know ω, so let’s look at things through outgoing lepton kinematics.
For a given neutrino energy Eν , cross sections as a function of muon energy Tμ , and scattering angle θμ . (Tμ = Eν – ω)

§

•

Low Eν : cross section is dominated by low-energy excitations.

•

Eν = 800 MeV: energy close to the peak of MicroBooNE flux,
forward scattering receive contribution from
low-energy excitations.

§

A bit more detail:

ongitudin
Coulomb-l

al (CL)

e(
ers
n sv
a
r
T

T)

•

We know that in general neutrino cross sections are dominated by
Transverse contribution.

•

The forward we go in scattering angle, for instance at
energies ∼ 800 MeV, the longitudinal contribution starts competing
with the transverse one.

VP, N. Jachowicz et al, Phys. Rev. C92, 024606 (2015)
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§ What about flux folded cross sections?

•

Cross sections (on 12C) for a fixed cosθμ = 0.97 and for fixed
neutrino energies from 300 MeV to 1000 MeV, weighted with
the T2K νμ flux and plotted as a function of pμ.

•

After integrating over energies (with a fine mesh), the peaks
disappear but the significant contributions of low-energy
excitations (ω < 50 MeV) stays.

VP, N. Jachowicz et al., Phys.Rev. C94, 054609 (2016).

•

BNB flux-folded cross section on 12C and 40Ar. A significant
amount of contribution comes from ω < 50 MeV effects.

N. Van Dessel, N. Jachowicz, R. González-Jiménez, VP et al, Phys.Rev. C97, 044616 (2018).
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§ What about νe vs νμ?
•

The only difference between νμ and νe cross sections is the mass of the outgoing lepton. But the mass affects the three
momentum transfer (q) which eventually enters into the kinematics as well as the dynamics of the nuclear model
(nuclear response functions are the functions of q and ω).

At low energies:
- For small scattering angles, such as 50, νμ cross
sections are higher than the νe ones.
- For larger scattering angles, such as 600 , this
behavior is opposite.
- At intermediate angles, the two cross sections are
closer to each other.

•

•
•

At Eν = 500 MeV:
- This above angular behavior weakly survives.
At Eν = 750 MeV:
- both cross sections practically coincide for all the
scattering angles.

M. Martini, N. Jachowicz, M. Ericson, VP et al. , Phys. Rev. C94, 015501 (2016)
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§ What about νe vs νμ?
•

•

The only difference between νμ and νe cross sections is the mass of the outgoing lepton. But the mass affects the three
momentum transfer (q) which eventually enters into the kinematics as well as the dynamics of the nuclear model
(nuclear response functions are the function of q and ω).

Looking at q vs ω for all 16 panels
- As expected, the major differences between
νμ and νe appear at small neutrino energies.

M. Martini, N. Jachowicz, M. Ericson, VP et al. , Phys. Rev. C94, 015501 (2016)
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§ What about νe vs νμ?
•

•

The only difference between νμ and νe cross sections is the mass of the outgoing lepton. But the mass affects the three
momentum transfer (q) which eventually enters into the kinematics as well as the dynamics of the nuclear model
(nuclear response functions are the function of q and ω).

Integrating 2nd and 4th column over ω and
plotting ratio of νe vs νμ cross section as a
function of cosθ
- At 200 MeV, the ratio varies significantly
from 1.
- At 750 MeV, the ratio is almost 1 (black line,
ignore the other two curves).

M. Martini, N. Jachowicz, M. Ericson, VP et al. , Phys. Rev. C94, 015501 (2016)
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Summary
§ Precision level measurements at neutrino experiments rely greatly on an accurate description of the target nucleus
and its electroweak response.
§ The problem is multifold – understanding and identifying different neutrino-nucleus interactions type, reconstructing
neutrino energy and calculating cross sections accordingly.
§ Modeling many-body nuclear systems and their electroweak response, for the broad range of energies covered in
neutrino experiments, is difficult but there are many approximate methods.
§ The tested and validated models should enter into Monte-Carlo codes and should be used in the description of the
experimental data.
§ Let’s hope for the best!
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